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Paul Scheerbart s' The Gray Cloth:
Gender, Architecture and the German
Werkbund Debate
JOHN A. STUART
Florida International University

The 1914 meeting of the Gennan Werkbund in Cologne
produced the famous debate between Herman Muthesius and
Henry van de Velde. In broad tenns, Muthesius challenged
the cornlnitinent to the individualization of the artistjarchitect held by Henry van de Velde. Walter Gropius, Peter
Behrens, Adolf Meyer, Bruno Taut and others, with his call
for universal standards of design. At the same time, the
German Expressionist writer, inventor and architectural
visionary Paul Scheerbart (1863- 1915) addressed this conflict between universalism and individualization in his novel
The G I - uCloth
~
and Ten Percent White; A Woman 's Novel
(1914).' Scheerbart, however, is best known for both his
1914 manifesto, Glass Architecture, published in the same
year as The Gra,y Cloth, and as a collaborator with Bruno
Taut on the Glass Pavilion in the Cologne Werkbund Exhibition which opened in 1914.' In his remarkable novel,
Scheerbart extended the breadth of the Werkbund debate to
encompass gender, global air transportation, telecommunications, film distribution, and vast structures of colored glass
and steel designed by fictional architect Edgar Krug. The
Werkbund exhibition was closed abruptly with the outbreak
of World War I on 1 August 1914. Ten months later, Paul
Scheerbart starved himself to death in silent protest against
the war.?

Fig. 1 . Paul Scheerbart (far left) in Bruno Taut's Glass Pavilion at
the 1914 Cologne Exhibition

Founded in October 1907, the Gennan Werkbund provided a national forum for the reform of Gennan design in
response to the needs of i n d ~ s t r y .The
~ Werkbund sought
primarily to increase the quality of German design for
export. Debate among Werkbund members as to the character of quality design rose to a feverish pitch, cul~ninatingin
the raucous debates of 19 14 known as the "Werkbundstreit,"
or Werkbund c ~ n f l i c t . ~At the annual meeting of the
Werkbund membership in Cologne in July 19 14, Muthesius
circulated a list of ten theses (Leitsatze), which effectively
set the contentious factions ablaze. In his first thesis
Muthesius stated:
Architecture, and with it the whole of the Werkbund's
activities, is pressing towards standardization
(T~pisierung).
and only through standardization can it
recover that universal significance which was characteristic of it in times of harmonious culture."
Henry van de Velde responded passionately with ten
"antitheses" of his own, delivered with "tumultuous proclamation of agreement from his fellow conspirators."' They
began:
So long as there are still artists in the Werkbund and so
long as they exercise some influence on its destiny,
they will protest against every suggestion for the
establishment of a canon and for standardization. By
his innermost essence the artist is a burning individualist, a free spontaneous creator."
By 1914. Paul Scheerbart had authored a series of poems,
short stories, novels and a manifesto outlining his own
program for a hture combining standards and innovations in
colored-glass architecturc. As Scheerbart wrote in a July 19 13
letter to Gottfried Heinersdorff. "Perhaps you know '.iiat I have
already written a very great deal about glass architecture over
the past 20 years. I would like to transfonn the walls of
architecture to double walls of colored g l a s s . " T h e author,
however, first described the symbolic and metaphysical implications of glass in one of his earliest works, Das Paradies.
Die Heinlut der. Kzrllst ( 1 899) [Paradise. The Ho~neof Art^].'^
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In 1906, he expanded this vision of colored-glass architecture
into full-blown utopian dimensions, with the publication of
his creative interpretation of the Baron von Miinchhausen
myth in Munchhausen und Clal.issa." Scheerbart outlined the
travels of the eighteenth-century folk hero, Baron von
Muenchhausen, as he toured an imagined and quite extraordinary International Exhibition in Melbourne Australia. In his
penultimate novel. entitled Lesabendio. Ein Astroiclen-Roplan (1913), Scheerbart developed a narrative around an
asteroidlplanet called Pallas, whose inhabitants--unisex and
entirely mutable in f o m o u g h t to observe and understand
their own world and those beyond by constructing an enormous tower.'* Scheerbart's representation of human beings in
this novel, was not very promising. In the novel, an inhabitant
of the planet Pallas visited Earth only to be horrified to find
the Earth populated by carnivorous human scavengers who
wound and kill each other by the thousands for no apparent
reason - a sight the Pallasianer said it would not have believed
if it had not been personally witnessed. Walter Benjamin
considered Scheerbart to have depicted "the best of all worlds
in this work." It was after his introduction to Bruno Taut in
19 13, however, that Scheerbart entered into a dialogue with
architects about contemporary issues relevant to the construction of glass architecture. Many of the ideas considered in
Scheerbart's earlier works were brought into existence, if for
a brief moment, in Taut's Glass Pavilion.I4 Scheerbart's
response to his meetings with Bruno Taut and the activities
surrounding the Werkbund exhibition may be gleaned from
his enthusiastic descriptions of glass architecture appearing in
Glass A~rhitecture.Having initially rejected this work as a set
of "practical building suggestions," Scheerbart's publisher,
Georg Miiller encouraged the author to express his utopian
architectural vision in narrative fonn.I5 In what might be
considered a hu~norousparody of contemporary culture, The
Gray Cloth stands alone as one of the most cornplete fantasies
of twcntieth-century architecture culture.
In his novel, Scheerbart projected the Werkbund debate
between standardization and individuality into the mid-twentieth century, the leap forward in time perhaps providing an
opportunity to examine the maturation and application of
various early-century Werkbund ideals. Dedicating his work
to "my dear bear. Frau Anna Scheerbart," the author outlined
the global future of glass a r c h i t e c t u r ~ n eof his most
cherished ideal-with
lighthearted and ironic h u m o r . ' V h e
novel'sprotagonist. Edgar Krug, a Swiss archaeologist-turnedarchitect, circumnavigates the globe by airship with his wife,
Clara. Kmg populates the planet with wildly varied, coloredglass architecture, including an elaborate high-rise and exhibitiodconcert hall in Chicago, a retirement complex for
airline pilots on the Fiji Islands, the structure for an elevated
train traversing a zoological park in Northern India, a suspended residential villa on the Kuria Muria Islands and a
museum of ancient "oriental" weapons on Malta. Krug fears,
however. that his idiosyncratic, but popular architecture is
challenged by one significant colnponent of envirolunental
design: women's clothing. In an effort to eliminate the

perceived competition, the architect requests a clause in his
wedding contract demanding that his wife submit to a lifetime
of clothing designed with ninety percent gray and ten percent
white cloth. The title of the novel, The Gray Cloth and Ten
Percent White, is derived from this formula. Because it is
subtitled a "Ladies Novel," The Gray Cloth has been considered by some to represent a "lighter genre" of literature." It
is, however, precisely within the context of gender. women's
fashion and the contentious factions within clothing and
design refonn that the novel begs examination and broadly
engages the implications of the Werkbundstreit.
The Gray Cloth begins at an exhibition of decorative arts
and sculpture:
Near Chicago on Lake Michigan, American sculptors
and decorative artists had arranged an exhibition.
There were, however, only works of silver on display.
It was the middle of the twentieth century. The
architect Edgar Krug had built the exhibition hall out
of glass and iron. It was opening day and, with lively
gestures, the architect led his friend, the lawyer Walter
Lowe, around the enormous halls, pointing out details
of the architecture and ornament.
The colossal walls were made completely out of
colored glass, with colored ornament, so that only
subdued daylight shone into the interior. It was raining
outside. The sun was not shining. But the colors of the
glass gleamed powerfully nonetheless ....
Around midday, when the sun became visible outside,
there was some co~nmotionin the exhibition hall. The
splendor of the colored glass ornament was so enhanced by the sun that one was at a loss for words to
praise this wonder of color. Many visitors shouted
repeatedly, "Delightful! Wonderful! Great! Incomparable!"Ix
With his light touch and brief style, Scheerbart dedicates a
shimmering centrality to glass architecture in this work.
Connecting interior with exterior, the translucent colored
glass walls provide visitors a palette of intense color, changing in response to fluctuations in daylight. The hege~nonyof
colored-glass architecture, however, is immediately threatened by the first appearance of a female character-Amanda
Schmidt, a silversmith from Chicago:
The lady did not make a favorable impression on the
architect. She wore a dark violet velvet dress with
c a n i n e red and chrysolite green cuffs and trim. Herr
Edgar Krug said softly to the lawyer:
"I'mreally supposed to be the only one here discussing
colors. The ladies should be Inore discreet in their
outfits-ut
of respect for my glass windows."
"Your fame," responded the lawyer, "has made you
a little pretentious. You should curb your lust for
power a bit."'9
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The notion that there would be competition between
architecture and women's fashion may also be found in Glass
Architecture. Scheerbart states:
"Much of glass architecture concerns the jeweler, and
jewels should be transposed from necks and anns on to
the walls. For the time being, ladies are not going to
allow this because they are afraid of losing their share
of adornment. It is one of the most unpleasant things
about many new movements, that the first thing everybody asks is: can it be harmful to me'? The old fear of
competition is in all things a far frompleasant phenomenon. even in art."20
Scheerbart draws the clear parallel between women's necks
and anns and the structure of the wall. It is interesting to note
that he does not suggest that the anns, necks and walls can
all support jewels, but rather considers the process that
denudes the female body of ornament while adding to the
walls themselves. In this way. the female body has been
standardized in its lack of ornament, while the building itself
takes on the artistic individualization.
The construction closest to Paul Scheerbart's poetic
conception of glass architecture as expressed in The Gray
Cloth and in Glass Architecture is Bruno Taut's Glass
Pavilion. The structure may be understood as a parallel to

Fig. 2. Bruno Taut, Glass Pavilion, 1914 under construction

Fig. 3. Hermann Muthesius, Color Exhibition, 1914. Cologne
Werkbund Exhibition.

Scheerbart's intentions in both architecture and fashion. If
Scheerbart's writing was relegated in the second half of the
twentieth century to the margins of Gennan literature, then
Taut's Glass Pavilion was considered an outsider at the
Werkbund Exhibition from the earliest planning stages. It
was located between the police station and the cashier's
booths at the entrance to the exhibition, clearly not considered a main attraction by exhibition organizers. On contemporary postcard views, it does not appear at all. A pavilion
advertising the Luxfer Prism glass industry, it stood nearly
alone in its pure identification with and construction from the
materials it e ~ h i b i t e d . ~ During
'
the short period of its
exhibition, however, the pavilion came to be highly regarded
by critics and other visitors. Bruno Taut maintained that the
new attraction, with its translucent, opalescent walls, glowing waterfalls and kaleidoscopic theater, was particularly
appreciated by women and ~ h i l d r e n . ? ~
Two pavilions at the Cologne exhibition actually dedicated, at least in part, to women and the display of women's
fashion, charted much more conventional ground. Herrnann
Muthesius designed the Color Exhibition [Farbeschau],
which was located in the central area of the exhibition on axis
with the entran~e.~'
The pavilion had the didactic agenda of
educating the visitor about the history and practical use of
color. An impassive, classicized structure, crowned with a
central cupola, the front facade denied any indication of the
building's function. Only the inscription above the entrance
even displayed its name. Inside, the Muthesius assembled
a wide range of exhibits ranging from natural history to
fashion. Rootns displayed semi-precious stones, butterflies,
birds and flowers. Perhaps the greatest spectacle of the
pavilion, however, was a wide room illuminated by electric
lights that featured fashion shows with the latest creations in
German evening wear.24 The colors Muthesius promoted in
the pavilion, however, were not those changing, iridescent
tones suggested either by the prismatic effects of Taut's
pavilion or the sunsets in Scheerbart's The Gray Cloth.
Rather, Muthesius chose to standardize these transmutable
effects with the introduction of "true colors" [Echtfarberz],
colors tested to appear unchanged under various light sources.
With this pavilion, Deneken and Muthesius sought to support
the German textile industry and increase overall industry
standard~.~~
Judging from a 1913 correspondence between Muthesius
and Deneken, there was clearly a competition between the
Color Pavilion and another self-appointed house of fashion,

Fig. 4. Margaretc Knueppelholz-Roeser, Women's Pavilion, 19 14.
Cologne Werkbund Exhibition.
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the Women's Pavilion [Haus der Frau]. Referr~ngobliquely
to what hc considered the lesser quality of the exhibits at the
Women's Pavilion, Deneken wrote: "It also seems to me that
the Color Exhibition should only contain the most beautiful
(things) [Schoizste] and most noble (things) [Edel.rte] and
that all trivial (things) [Trivale] must remain far away."'As
revealed in the Exhibition's master plan, the Women's
Pavilion was situated aln~ostas far away from Color Pavilion
as possible, opposite Henry van de Velde's Werkbund
Theater. The design for the Women's Pavilion was selected
by competition. Margarete Knueppelholz-Roeser's winning
entry was described by Else Oppler-Legband, a contributor
to the Women's House (along with Lilly Reich). as: "simple.
without pretension and clear in every part. Above all, it
rehsed to gloss over and simulate (which was exactly what
made it so pleasing to the administration of the Women's
Pavilion) true ability and good taste through luxury and frail
means, when this basic evil of every false style of decoration
~
its subdued, classicized
is readily a v a i l a b l ~ . " ~Within
exterior, the pavilion showcased arts and crafts as well as
fashion. with allnost a third of the space dedicated to model
domestic rooms. It is noted by Else Oppler-Legband that this
last "section of the exhibition was difficult to design, since
interior architecture [Inne~zarchitektur]is certainly the newest area in which women are participating on their own."2X
The desire of this pavilion to join Muthesius' call for
Typisierung, is evident in its similarities in style and content
to the Color Pavilion. While Muthesius, Taut, and, through
fiction, Scheerbart, attempted to give Inen the power to
render wolnen powerless over their bodies and environments, the Women's Pavilion empowered wolnen by the
construction of a space articulated to advance at least certain
women's goals and aspiration^.^^
There is, however, something instructive about the way
Else Oppler-Legband described the newness ofwomen in the
field of interior architecture at this time. Although interiors
were c o ~ n ~ n o nconsidered
ly
the realm of women, they were
eagerly designed by both Muthesius and van de Velde.
Interiors designed by women, therefore, fractured a strong
architectural hegemony found within the Werkbund itself.
This was made increasingly possible as the distinction
between interior and exterior became Inore sharply divided.
Hov~evcr,by imagining structures of colored, translucent
glass walls in The Gray Clotlz, Scheerbart effectively prioritized the lnateriality of the walls themselves, as both interior
and exterior built conditions. In The Gray Cloth, control ovcr
the materials and both the interior and exterior realms
remained steadily in the hands of the inasculine "master"
architect, a place it was to stay for much of the rest of the
century.
Although Scheerbart does not provide a vision of the
world in which Inen and women are equal participants in the
shaping of the built environment. his final novel offers us a
lens through which pre-World War I design and politics inay
bc viewed. As a continuous narrative, the view is edited and
controlled in cinematic progression. The author is able to

describe the inhabition of a built environment by expressing
responses and relationships between characters. This is a
space located between the hard, crisp pronouncements of
manifestoes and the experiences of everyday life. T h e G r a ~ s
Cloth, therefore, like the "werkbundstr.eit "of 19 14. provides
a window onto the highly emotional responses to Germany's
national and international political and design agendas. Add
to Scheerbart's text the opening of the Cologne Werkbund
Exhibition, and the view ofpublic responses to early modern
architecture in Gennany becomes stereoscopic. Both the
built environment and the fantastic narrative flow together,
each enhancing an understanding of the other. Far from
focusing on defined solutions to distinct issues of standardization, artistic innovation, gender and the developtnent of
new building materials and technologies. this more coinplete
view reveals many ofthe ways in which issues intertwine and
blur. They reveal a colnplexity that was at the root of
architectural modernis~n,a colnplexity that has continued to
be part of our architectural heritage today.

NOTES

'

Paul Scheerbart, Das graue Tuch und zehn Prozent WeiJ Eirl
Danzen Roman, (Munich and Berlin: Georg Muller Press,
1914). This text was reprinted in its entirety in the Fruhe Texte
der Moderne series, edited by Mechtild Rausch, in 1986. It has
never been published in an English translation.
First published as Glasarckitektur (Berlin: Verlag Der Sturm,
1914), the work has been reprinted in German and translated
into English in: Paul Scheerbart anti Btur~oTaut. Glass Ar.chitecture/Alpine Architecture, James Palmes and Shirley Palmer
trans., (New York and Washington: Praeger Publishers, 1972).
This account of Scheerbart's death, written by Walter Mehring
may be found in Else Harke's afterwards to, Hellmut DrawsTychsen, ed., Paul Scheerbart: Dichterische Ha~rptwerke,
(Stuttgart: Henry Goverts Verlag, 1962) reprinted in Berni
r
Loerwald and Michael M. Schardt, eds., ~ b e Paztl~cheerbnrt
I: 100 Juhre Scheet.bart-Rezeptim, (Paderbom: lgel Verlag
1992), 35. It should also be noted that Scheerbart's wife, in a
letter to Ida Dehmel written on the day of the author's death,
makes no mention of an elongated period of starvation, but
rather refers to a "short indisposition" and sudden death. See
Mechthild Rausch, ed., Paul Scheerba1.t. 70 Trilliotzerl
CVeltgrusse: Eine Biugraphie in Briejen 1889- 19 15 [Paul
Scheerbart, 70 Tt.illion Wut.ld Greetings: .4 Biographj~it1
Letters 1889-19/51, (Berlin: Argon, 1992), 478.
"or the general history of the Werkbund see Joan Campbell.
The Gernzan Werkbtlnd: The Politics of Reform in the Applied
Arts, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1978) and for
a focus on the Wcrkbund history in the years leading up to
World War I, see Kurt Junghanns. Der Lleutsche Werkbuntl:
Sein erxtes Juhrzehr~f,(Berlin: Henschcl, 1982).
Several important sources and articles exist on this debate. One
of the most recent and elucidating accounts is Stanford
Anderson's article entitled "Deutscher Werkbund-the 1914
Debatc: Hermann Muthesius versus Henry van de Velde," in
Ben Farmer and Hentie Louw, ed., Conipunion to Conrempor.ury
Ar~chifectut~cil
Thotlght, (London and New York: Routledge,
1993). Also sce Anderson's discussion of Muthesius and the
Deutsche Werkbund in the introduction to his translation of
Hermann Muthcsius, S~le-At.clritectureand Bzrildir1g At.[:
Trur~s/ort~ztrtior~
(?fAr.chitecttrt.ern /he Nineleenth C e t ~ t u tand
:~
iisPt.esent Corlditiotz, Stanford Anderson. trans., (Santa Monica,
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California: The Getty Center for the History of Art and the
Humanities, 1994), 29-30. For a passionate history of the
conflict told through the collected letters of Walter Gropius,
Peter Behrens, Ernst Jackh. Karl Ernst Osthaus and others see
Anna-Christa Funk, Karl Err~.st 0.cthou.c geger~ Her,rnarlr~
Muthesius: Der Werkburitisfreit 1914 irn Spiegel tier irn Kat.1
Ernst Osthaus Archlv erhaltetlen Briefe, [Karl Err~st0sfhatr.c
against Helnlatln Muthesius: The Werkbund Cor!/lict 1914 in
the rnir.ror ofthe letters held bj,the Kar.1 Errlst Osthaus Ar.ch~ve]
(Hagcn: Karl Ernst Osthaus Museum, 1978). For a description
of the conflict particularly as it refers to the contributions of van
de Velde, Behrens, Taut, Gropius and Osthaus to the Werkbund
exhibition see the collection of essays in Angelika Thiekotter,
et al., eds., Der rvestdeutsche 1nzpul.s 1900-1914 Kunsf unci
Umweltge.rtalturigin~
Irzclustriegebiet: Die I)eutsche kVer.'er.XbundAusstellur~gColr~19 14. [The R'est Gennar~Itizpulse 1900-1914.
Art and the Environrnerit o f Prori2rction in the Field oflr~dusir:~.
The German Welkbund E.rhibition. Cologrle IY14.] exhibition
catalogue, (Cologne: Kolnischer Kunstverein, 1984), 78-94.
I have slightly modified several of Michael Bullock's translations of the Leitsatze and Gegeiz-Leifsiitze found in Ulrich
Conrads, ed., Prograrns and Mar~ifestoes on 20th-Cet1tur:l)
Arcl~itecture, (Cambridge. Mass.: MIT Press, 1970), 28.
' According to van de Velde, reading his anti-theses was one of
the most exciting moments of life. See Hans Curjel, ed., Henr:v
van tie Velde, Geschichte rneines Lebens. (Munich: 1962), 365.
Conrads, Progr.anzs and Manifestoes, 28.
Rausch, ed., 70 Trillionen I.Veltgr.iisse, 455.
In First published by Scheerbart's own newly created press as:
Paul Scheerbart, Das Par.adies. Die Heimat der Kunst, (Berlin:
Verlagdeutscher Phantasten, 1893). The history ofscheerbart's
literary life may be gleaned from a number of sources, none of
which presents a "complete" picture of the author's life and
work. Most recently, Mechthild Rausch edited and wrote an
afterward to Paul Scheerbart . Rausch, cd., 70 Trillionen
Weltgriisse. The Scheerbart Archive in Steinweiler, near
Berlin, recently produced an very hard to find but extensive
bibliography of all Scheerbart's work and other sources that
included his writings in larger collections. This work is Uli
Kohnle, Pa~rlSclleer.bart Erne Bibliogt~c~pllie.(Steinweiler:
Paul Scheerbart Archiv, 1994). A study of Scheerbart's architectural visions and their similarities to projects of later twentieth-century architects appears in an unpublished dissertation,
Karl-Heinz Knupp, Die Architektur~pharlt(~~sien
Paul
Scheel.bar.ts: Ein Beitrag zurn Yer~hiiltnisvorl literar~scher
Fiktlon und Architektur. [The Archltecturctl Farzfnsies (J'Pattl
Scheer.bart: A Contributiorr to the Relation het>r,eer~
Litel.ar:v
FictionandArcl1itectz~~.e]
(unpublisheddissertation, Universitaet
Hamburg, 1980). The most recent examinations in Enslish
dedicated to Scheerbart and his work rernain Rosemary Haag
Bletter's dissertation, Bruno Taut and Paul Sc11eer.bar.t'~cVision-Utop~anAspects of Ger.rnan E.~pr.essionist /Ir.c/iitectlir.e,
(unpublished dissertation, Columbia University. 1973). and
Bletter's two articles: "The Interpretation of the Glass DreamExpressionist Architecture and the History of the Crystal
Metaphor," Journal o f the Society ofArchitecturc~1Historians,
40 (March 198 1 ). 20-43. and "Paul Scheerbart's Architectural
Fantasies," Journal o f t k e Society ofArchitect~rr~a1
Histor.ior~s,
34 (May 1975),83-97. Also in English, Dennis Sharp. ed., Pot11
Scheer.bar.t and Brutlo Taut. Glass Ar-chirectrtr.e rrrici Alpine
ilrchitecture, James Palmes and Shirley Palnier. trans.. (New
York and Washington: Praeger Publishers. 1972). 1 have
recently completed the first English translation of The Gi.il>,
Cloth which I hope to have published shortly.
Paul Scheerbart, .hlurlchhausen urid Clal.i.ssn. El11 Ber.lirler
Rornan, (Berlin: Oesterheld & Co.. 1906). The Baron is also
featured a "glass flower novella": Paul Scheerbart, Flora h h h r .

Eirle G l a . r h l ~ r r i ~ e r ~ - h ~ o ~(Prag
' e l l e . im Herbst: K.u.K.
Hofbuchdruckerei A. Haase. 1909).
" Lesaber~dio. Ein Asteroiden-Rornnn. (Munich and Leipzig:
Georg Miiller Verlag, 1913).
'' Le.caberldio was reprinted in Helmut Draws-Tychsen, ed., Paul
Scheerbart, Dichter.ische Hnuptwerke, (Stuttgart: Henry Goverts
Verlag, 1962). This particular passage may be found on page
525. For Walter Benjamin's comments see Gershom Scholem
and Theodor W. Adorno. ed., Tlze Corresporlclence of Walter
Benjnrnin 1910-1940. Manfred R. Jacobson and Evelyn M.
Jacobson. trans., (Chicago and London: University of Chicago
Press. 1994). 15 1 .
'' It has been suggested by Dennis Sharp in his introduction to
Glass Architecture and Alpine Archifecfur.e, 10, that the two
first met earlier in 19 13 through a mutual connection with
Herwarth Walden's periodical Der Stur.nl. Walden's Verlag
Der Stunn was the first to publish Glass At.chitecttrre in 1914.
I ' Rausch, ed., 70 Tr.illionen Weltgrusse. 458.
I h Scheerbart's use of humor was celebrated by Bruno Taut and
German literary critics in the 1920s. Bruno Taut stated: "Only
what is really meant in coinplete seriousness is expressed in
jest. That is why one should very often read our Glaspapa Paul
Scheerbart." Taken from Bruno Taut, "Glasarchitektur," Die
Glocke, (1921),1376. The reference was found in Angelika
Thiekotter, et al., eds., K~.istallisatior~er~,
Splitterungen. Bruno
Touts Glashaus, [Cl~r~~talization,
Fr.agrnerltation. Btzrno Taut j.
Glass House.] (Basel, Berlin, Boston: Birkhaeuser Verlag,
1993), 91. In fact, the opening scene of The Gra-v Cloth was
included in a 1920's collection of prose exanlples of German
humor. Walther Petry, ed., Humorder Nationen. Atrsgewdhlte
Prosa. Deutschlancl, [Hwnzor of' Nations. Selected Prose.
Gernzarz.y.1 (Berlin: Wertbuchhandel, 1925), 273-291.
I' See Mechthild Rausch's afterward to the 1986 reprint of Paul
Scheerbart, Das gr.acre Ttrch. 160.
I X Scheerbart, Dns graue Tuch, 7-1 0.
I Y Scheerbart, Das graue Tcich, 1 1.
20 Found in Dennis Sharp, ed.. Pact1 Scheerdart and Br.tino Tmrr.
Glass Arrhitecture arzd Alpine Ar.chifecture, James Palmes,
trans., (New York and Washington: Praeger Publishers. 1972)
64-65.
" For an excellent discussion of architectural sponsorship by the
Deutsches Luxfer Prismen Syndikat, see Dietrich Neumann,
"'The Century's Triumph in Lighting': The Luxfer Prism
Companies and their Contribution to Early Modern Architecture," Journal of the Society of'A~.chitecturalHistoriarzs, 54
(March 1995), 24-53.
' 2 Originally published in Bruno Taut, Farbenwirkungen, (1 91 9),
263-266, thisreferencecan also be found in in Kristina Hartmann
and Franziska Bollerey. "Das Glashaus von Bruno Taut," in
Angelika Thiekotter, et al., ed., Der tvestdeutsche lnzpuls 19001914. 133.
?' Dirk Kocks argues for Muthesius's great interest in this pavilion
in his essay, "Deneken, Muthesius und die Farbenschau," in
Angelika Thiekotter.., ed., Der westdeutsche Inipuls, 205-121.
This is the most recent of very few attempts by scholars to deal
with this work. An excellent source that describes the interior of
the pavilion and its didactic program is found in a contemporary
article written by a contributor to its design: Frederich Denekin,
"Der Werkbund und die Farbe," [The Werkbund and Color], in
1llustr.ierte Zeittrrrg, Der cleufsche CVerkbund (1914), 17- 18.
24 See Dirk Kocks in Angelika Thiekotter, ed., Der ~vestdeutsche
lri~puls1900-1910. 21 I . Note that it is German fashion design
that is being tiisplaycd. This was an attempt to usurp the
monopoly on fashion held by the French at the time.
' For more on this intcrcsting concept, see Dirk Kocks in
Angelika Thiekijtter. ed.. Der ir.cstrle~rt.c.che
1n1pul.s 1900-1910,
208-209.
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This fragment of the letter is found in Dirk Kocks in Angelika
Thiekiitter. ed., Der westdeutsche Inipuls. 2 10.
?' Else Oppler-Legband, "Das Haus der Frau auf der Werkbundausstellung,"[The House of Woman at the Werkbund
Exhibition] Illustrierte Zeilutlg det. de~ltsclze Ct'er.kblrnd.
(1914), 18.
lX
Else Oppler-Legband, Illz~strierteZeitung. 1 8.
?' This was one of the last exhibition halls to be dedicated as a
?h

Women's Pavilion in a long and completely uncharted history
of such pavilions that datcs back into the nineteenth century.
There also seems to be little available published information on
the architect, Margarete Knueppelholz-Roeser, who wasapparently from Berlin-Friedenau. For the most recent source on this
fascinating topic, see Carl-Wolfgang Schiimann's essay in
Angelika Thiekotter. ed.. Der \1~estdeutscheltnplrls 1910-1914,
233-24 1 .

